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 Journal #1 

 My experience in class was overall a good experience because we talked about our experiences 

 with climate change. I found this topic interesting because me and my family dealt with climate 

 change in 2012 when New York got hit with Hurricane Sandy. This event impacted my family 

 members because a lot of family members didn't have heat or power in their homes. There was a 

 power outage and flood in my neighborhood as well which impacted me personally. 

 Journal #2 

 My class experience was great. We had to do peer review and work on our research paper. This 

 was helpful because I got constructive criticism from my peers and I learned the importance of 

 editing people's works. The Peer review with my classmates helped the most regarding finishing 

 my research paper. 

 Journal #3 

 In class I learned how to state my thesis and provide all my points. This was important because 

 in order to write a well-developed research paper you have to have a strong thesis statement. The 

 Example that Professor Brenner showed us really helped me develop my thesis and construct my 

 ideas. 



 Journal #4 

 In class I learned how to transition from one paragraph to another. This really helped my 

 research paper to flow and sound professional. Professor Brenner did a good job on helping us to 

 use different transitions in our writing and gave us examples of transition words like However, 

 Thus, furthermore etc. 

 Journal #5 

 In class Today we learned how to construct our essay in general. Professor Brenner showed us an 

 example of a former student's essay that helped us to format our research paper to meet the 

 requirements. Also when I went through the example research paper I learned how to make a 

 table of content and table of figures which tremendously helped me. 

 Journal #6 

 Finally in the last few days of class we learned to add our figures to our research paper. Professor 

 Brener did a great job of telling us some of the ways to add our figure to our writing, one way 

 was to explain the figure in our research paper and make connections with the figures. And also 

 the last few days of class Brener helped us to use Purdue Owls APA citation generator this 

 helped me to finish my bibliography. 


